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Adventurer floats
down Mississippi
John Napier
is floating
down the
river on a
homemade
raft.
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Williams boosts
team spirit, scores
Josh Williams,
runningback
for the
Huskies
brings talent
and humor.
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SCSU education awarded
Regina Eckes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SCSU’s College of Education and
District 742 have just been awarded
the largest grant in SCSU history.
The
Teacher
Quality
Enhancement Partnership Grant consists of $5 million over a five-year
period to help develop and improve
teacher preparation for P-12 education and is given to only four schools
in the nation. Director of the Office of
Clinical Experiences Teresa Heck at
SCSU said the university has developed a strong relationship with
District 742 over the last several
years. SCSU is the 12th largest producer of teachers in the nation and
nearly a quarter of SCSU student
teachers get their start in St. Cloud
public schools.
“We were delighted to receive the
grant,” Heck said. “It’s a huge honor

to be chosen and I think the strength
of the partnership that we have with
District 742 was certainly a part of
that.”
Over the summer, members of the
College Education and District 742
schools got together and brainstormed on how they could enhance
the current educational system with
the increase in class size. After completing a pre-application in early
June, they were asked to apply for the
full grant later in the summer.
The grant uses a co-teaching program that combines the knowledge of
an experienced teacher with a student
teacher involved in the same class. As
partners in the classroom, the student
teacher will develop class plans and
assignments while the other teacher
will be present to assist and guide
them.
Associate dean of the College of
Education Nancy Bacharach has

talked about how the co-teaching program will benefit P-12 students as
well. Not only will student teachers
receive mentoring and assistance,
having two teachers in the classroom
will help narrow the student-toteacher ratio. Bacharach said having
more teachers with larger class sizes
will enable students to receive more
individual attention and have their
educational needs fulfilled.
Also included in the co-teaching
program is the implementation of
new technologies to develop strategies and track the progress of the program. Personal digital assistants will
be used to provide constant documentation on a teacher’s performance
during their experience. Diversified
Media Resources, an electric communications provider in St. Cloud, will
develop media presentations that will
demonstrate co-teaching strategies to
parents and students.

Because the grant is not renewable after the five-year period, the
College of Education and District 742
will prepare and complete extensive
progress reports every year and campaign to get people involved and
show their support for the program.
Final assessments will be done after
the fifth year and many are hoping
that the co-teaching program will be
able to continue. Many involved in
writing the grant believe the right
amount of funding can increase the
chances of having a successful program.
“We have a lot of goals and fortunately for us we were given the grant
which will provide us with tremendous opportunity to look at how
things are moving and what kind of
things we can do,” Heck said. “(The
grant) can make a huge difference in
an institution that prepares as many
teachers as we do.”

Hockey players commit to service
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Play not a ‘standard’
comedic production
The Theater Department’s production “Eastern Standard”
tackles issues.
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As part of the SCSU hockey
program’s continuing community service program, members of
the men’s and women’s team
took time to visit the St. Cloud
Public Library Monday. There
were no skates or pucks involved
in this outreach activity though,
just good old-fashioned books.
Now in their fifth year of
partnership, the hockey program
and the library team up on various events throughout the academic year, most focused on reaching children. On this night, the
four SCSU hockey players who
voluntarily took time out of their
lives to read children’s books to
the seven tikes in attendance
were made to feel right at home
by their young audience.
“We’re all here voluntary,
and in all honesty, we really get
a kick out of coming up here and
doing this,” said junior forward
Melanie Pudsey.
RYAN HENRY/ASSISTANT VISUALS EDITOR
■

Go to Hockey PAGE 3.

Women’s hockey player Melanie Pudsey reads to Ty during storytime with the Huskies Monday
evening at the St. Cloud Public Library.
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Crime Watch

E-mail
1. (10/19/03) Medical (broken toe
nail), Holes Hall
2. Medical (student not feeling well),
Stearns Hall
3. (10/20/03) Medical (internal head
injury), Mitchell Hall
4. Safety concern, K-Lot
5. Damage to private property,
Horseshoe
6. (10/21/03) Theft (purse), Garvey
Commons

1
4

2
5

6
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Campus & State

Nation & World

St. Cloud remembers Wellstone death ‘Partial-birth’ abortions to be banned
Saturday will be the one-year anniversary of the plane crash that
killed U.S. Senator Paul Wellstone, his wife, Sheila, daughter Marcia
and five others. Congress members have recently expressed their grief
over his death and some have even commented that their personal
lives lack some of the excitement and passion that Wellstone brought
to work everyday.
This weekend St. Cloud will get a chance to remember Wellstone
and learn about his life and accomplishments. SCSU’s College
Democrats will have an informational kiosk set up in Atwood
Memorial Center Thursday afternoon. Likewise, St. John’s College
Democrats will be sponsoring a gathering Saturday evening with a
film and discussion about the former senator.

AmeriCorps members start serving
The 10-year-old AmeriCorps program recently found a new home in
St. Cloud with SCSU as its fiscal host to oversee grant money. Twenty
members will have completed over 30,000 hours of service once their
one-year service commitment is over. Six members have already been
placed in non-profit and faith-based organizations with 14 other members to join them soon.
Members get a service allowance and a chance to receive an education award that may be used to pay off school loans. Members will
focus on mentoring and disaster preparation. Organizations such as
Catholic Charities, the American Red Cross and Boys and Girls Club
of Central Minnesota will house AmeriCorps members.

Shorter people getting short-changed
According to a recent study conducted by the University of Florida
and University of North Carolina, if you are shorter than 5-foot 9inches you could be making a lot less money than if you were tall.Tall
people earn up to $789 more a year for every one inch of height. A
person who is 6-feet versus someone who is 5-feet 5-inches would
earn $5,525 more annually. The study concluded people who are tall
receive higher performance rankings and are more respected.

Tuesday, the U.S. Senate voted to ban late-term abortions, otherwise
known as “partial-birth” abortions. Three weeks ago the House passed
the bill by a large margin. President Bush said he was delighted the
Senate and House joined together to ban the procedure and looks forward to signing it into law. Congress voted to pass the law twice during the 1990s but President Clinton vetoed them.
Once the law takes effect, doctors who perform the abortion can face
up to two years in prison and face civil lawsuits.
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist was a surgeon before he became a
senator and said he was disgusted by the procedure. He believes the
bill is morally right and will save thousands of lives.
Other senators are not happy with the law. Sen. Barbara Boxer said
the actions of congress represent a lack of respect toward women and
their pregnancies. Opponents believe this is the first step to taking
away a woman’s constitutional right to terminate her pregnancy.
Once the bill is signed, it will be the first law banning a form of abortion since Roe vs. Wade was upheld in 1973. The American Civil
Liberties Union and Planned Parenthood are planning to file lawsuits
challenging the law.

More suspicion surrounds the IRA
The Irish Republican Army has once again halted the plan to bring
peace to Northern Ireland. Leading up to the November elections for
Irish government positions, officials wanted information on the quantity and type of weapons in possession of the IRA to build public confidence that peace could be reached.
After inventory was taken, officials believe the IRA has a larger
amount of weapons than it did in 2001 and 2002. The elections were
postponed in May and are scheduled to go as planned Nov. 26.

Corrections
In the Monday article “Huskies tailgate,” KISS 96.7 KKSR-FM radio
provided music for the Dogg Pound Club’s pre-football game tailgating
party.
University Chronicle regrets the error.
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Calendar of

Events

■ Tai Chi
12-12:45 p.m. in Atwood
Memorial Center Voyageur
South. Free.
■ Reception
Reception for Communication
Careers from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at
the St. Cloud Chamber of
Commerce. Free.
■ “The Occupation of Iraq: A
Kurdish Perspective”
In the Atwood Memorial Center
Theater from 5-7 p.m. Free.
■ “Grass”
Documentary on marijuana narrated by Woody Harrelson.
From 7-9 p.m. in the Miller
Center. Free.
■ Eastern Standard
8 p.m. on the arena stage in the
Performing Arts Center.
Through Saturday. Sunday at 2
p.m.
■ “Chicago”
Academy Award winning film
showing at 8 p.m. Through
Sunday in the Atwood
Memorial Center Theater.

FRIDAY
■ Super Friday’s “Boo Bash”
6-9:30 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall
Fieldhouse. $8 and preregistration required.
■ Fusion Night ‘03
Free dance from 9 p.m.-12 a.m.
in the Atwood Memorial Center
Quarry.

MONDAY
■ Ken Gorell
Handmade glass and woodwork
on display in the Atwood
Memorial Center display case.
■ Tackling Diverse Issues
12:30-4:30 p.m. in the Atwood
Memorial Centers Voyageurs
Room. Free.
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Workers criticize contract
Cathy Kropp

TODAY
■ Blood Drive
Last day to donate blood to the
American Red Cross. Make an
appointment from 12-6 p.m. in
the Atwood Ballroom.

University Chronicle

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A tentative contract agreement was
reached Oct. 11 between the state and
its two largest unions.
AFSCME (American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees) and MAPE (Minnesota
Association
of
Professional
Employees) representatives have recommended approval of the contract.
Not everyone is happy with the
proposal and many union members
have voiced concerns over the contract’s health care benefit package.
The tentative agreement includes a
five percent increase in cost for depen-

dent health coverage and requires
members to pay 10 percent of the single dental premium.
James Bertram, campus representative for the MAPE union, sees the
health care package as a small part of
a national concern.
“The real burning issue is to
address the double-digit health care
cost increase that is happening across
the nation,” Bertram said. “There is a
major erosion in health care benefits
and the working class is picking up the
(burden).”
Mary Beth Juetten, chief steward
for AFSCME local 753 and SCSU
employee, sees the same frustrations
within the general AFSCME member-

“I’m not as interested in the wage issue as I am
in the health plan. I have three children under my
benefit plan that I need to think about.”
Elaine Morgan
AFSCME MEMBER
■

Continued from PAGE 5.

Hockey
“It’s really pretty fun to see the
kids wanting to get involved, asking
questions and adding their cute comments,” Pudsey said.
Junior defenseman Nate Wright,
sophomore defenseman Greg Tam,
sophomore forward Calise Johnson
and Pudsey all took turns reading
various children’s books, most of
which were based on the idea of
being kind to those who are different
than yourself.
While one player read, another
would have a copy of the same book
and show the corresponding pictures
to the kids as they listened.
After cycling through half a
dozen books, the players fielded
questions from their toddler audience. Most pertained to how many
goals different players had scored,
and where their hometowns were.
“I’m glad the kids were really
into this,” Johnson said.
“It was good to see them all interested and having fun. If I were a sixyear-old I’m sure I’d be talking,
laughing, and moving around too. It
was funny though, and I think this
was a really good night for all
involved,” she said.
To cap the evening off, the
library’s staff had autograph tables
set up so the kids could personally
meet and talk with their elder narrators. Player cards, along with water
bottles and banners were provided
free of charge, and every child in
attendance got autographs from all
four visitors.

ship.
“A lot of members are feeling disappointed with the contract that is
being offered to them,” Juetten said.
“They don’t feel that true negotiations
have taken place and there is a sense
of betrayal by the state.”
Elaine Morgan, office manager in
the mass communications department
and AFSCME member, sees inconsistencies with the health care package as
it effects workers on varying pay
scales.
“I think everyone should pay the
same for health care across the board,
whether they make $30,000 or
$100,000 a year.”
The tentative contract also
includes a two-year wage freeze, with
only half of all union members eligible for any wage increases, which will
be based on promotions and performance.
The salary issue has been pushed
aside by members who feel that the
health care benefits are more important in the end.
“I’m not as interested in the wage
issue as I am in the health plan,” said
Morgan. “I have three children under
my benefit plan that I need to think

about.”
Bertram believes that many workers are willing to sacrifice wage
increases in favor of better health benefits.
“We are being sympathetic for
those who really depend on health
care,” Bertram said. “ We’re not only
(fighting) for ourselves but for the
younger generations who will be hit
hard by these rising costs in the
future.”
Union members will vote on the
tentative contract in early November.
Juetten hopes that union members
don’t simply give up and neglect to
vote on the proposal.
“We are hoping for a big turnout of
voters,” Juetten said. “(Members)
need to have their voices heard.”
Morgan believes that regardless of
member concerns the contract will be
voted in.
“I think that the members will vote
to accept the contract because we
don’t feel that we have public support
behind us since we just had a strike
two years ago,” Morgan said. “We
don’t feel like we have much control,
it’s a take it or leave it (situation).”

Temperature remains warm

CHING FUNG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Warm weather is still encompassing October and St. Cloud. SCSU student Chad Groetsch takes
advantage by reading under a shady tree.
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Speaker sheds light on image
Jennifer Frey
STAFF WRITER

Fifty percent of nine-year-old
girls and 80 percent of 10-year-old
girls have dieted. Where do issues
with body image come from and
why are they starting so young?
Ruth Marum, a former model
and recovering anorexic, addressed
the issue of body image through
media portrayal with her presentation entitled “Body Image:
Messages, Media and Culture”
Wednesday. Sponsored by the
SCSU Women’s Center, Marum
brought her struggles with body
image to the stage.
“I wanted to be the best I could
be at something, and I didn’t think I
could do anything else,” Marum
said of her downward spiral to be a
super-thin model.
Marum grew up in Minnesota
with a very supportive family. She
realized early on that she had problems accepting her body. As young
as kindergarten, she would worry
about her pants making her thighs
look too big. When she was offered

a modeling contract in New York,
Marum took the opportunity thinking it would help her feel more comfortable about herself.
In 1998, Marum was modeling in
Paris, France. She went out for a run
and pushed herself until her heart
actually stopped beating. She lay
unconscious on the pavement for
several hours. Marum was taken to
a Paris hospital where the doctor
told her she had anorexia nervosa
and that if she didn’t take steps to
correct her health, she would certainly die.
After being given what she feels
is a second chance at life, Marum
has dedicated her time and energy to
speaking out about eating disorders.
Speaking in every place from
churches to schools, Marum is concerned with the way women perceive their bodies.
“We care so much about how
other people perceive us, but really
all the pressure is coming from ourselves,” Marum said. She emphasized that we really are our own
worst critics.
“I think it’s wonderful because

“The biggest epidemic is not eating
disorders, but the millions and millions of
women who feel they need to be a body type
that they aren’t.”
Ruth Marum
FORMER MODEL AND RECOVERING ANOREXIC

her message really empowers
women as far as looking inside
instead of out,” said junior Alisha
Freitag about the presentation.
Media show women as beautiful
compared to societal values. When
Marilyn Monroe was popular in the
1950s, no one commented that she
was a size 14.
When Twiggy was famous in the
‘70s and ‘80s, women wanted to
look as thin as possible.
“The biggest epidemic is not eating disorders, but the millions and
millions of women who feel they
need to be a body type that they
aren’t,” Marum added.
“I have a really good friend who
was anorexic and it’s good to hear
about it from the perspective of
someone going through it,” said
first-year student Erika Wold.
Marum finished up her story
with songs she wrote while in the
rehabilitation center. The three
songs she chose have positive messages about accepting who you are
and not letting other people project
their stereotypes on you.
From her own experience,
Marum was able to offer tips for
loving your body.
Accept that bodies come in all
shapes and sizes and there is no predetermined way a person should
look. Explore yourself emotionally
and develop your gifts. Once you
find a gift that makes you stand out,
you are more likely to enjoy being
you, Marum said. Try to define
yourself by who you are rather than
what you look like. Above all else,
know that you are not alone in your
pursuit of self-acceptance.

CHRISTIN OSGOOD/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ruth Marum, professional speaker, writer, musician, activist and
survivor performs a song she wrote during her battle with anorexia nervosa. Marum shared her story and songs Wednesday in the
Atwood Theatre in a presentation for Women on Wednesday entitled Body talk: Messages, Media and Culture.

SCSU gets involved in archaeology
Josef Palmersheim
READER’S ADVOCATE

SCSU is currently involved in
an archaeological project to make a
map of the city of Elk River, and
although the work has not yet gotten past the research stage, expectations are running high.
“The city needs a predictive
model, or planning tool, and my job
is to get this project ready for the
city. They don’t want some big
scholarly report, they need something that’s understandable and
well-documented,”
Richard
Rothaus, vice president for research
at SCSU, said. Rothaus is also a
history professor at the university.
The purpose of mapping the
city’s history serves needs both
modern and historical in nature.
The modern need stems from the
development that is taking place
around the city.

“(If) somebody wants to build a
shopping mall here, is that a problem in terms of maintaining and
preserving our cultural heritage?
They (the developers) want an easy
way to know,” Rothaus said.
The historical need is fulfilled
in knowing where the sites around
the town are, and in doing so,
knowing more about the history of
Elk River.
“One thing you don’t want to do
is to disturb archeological sites.
That’s a win-win situation for
everyone. I’m an archeologist, I’m
a historian, I don’t want you messing with those things because we
want to preserve that knowledge,”
Rothaus said.
The first task in making a predictive model of the site involves
research into archives to get a clear
picture of what the city was like in
the past. The model part is then
completed on computer using a GIS

(Geographic Information System),
which takes environmental data
into account. This is not the first
time that SCSU has used this technology.
“It’s something that we’ve built
for a few other places in the world.
We’ve done some in Greece and
here in Minnesota as well,”
Rothaus said.
He went on to say that the predictive model is the basis for the
project.
The project hasn’t officially gotten under way yet. At the moment,
meetings have taken place with various Elk River officials, as well as
state officials to “make sure we’re
all in agreement as to what we’d
like this thing to be. We want this
to be of use to as many people as
possible.”
The project is slated to start in a
few weeks — as soon as the paperwork clears.

In the spring, there will be
shovel tests to make sure that the
predictive model is correct.
“We don’t want to just say
‘Here’s a predictive model, we didn’t test it already.’ We want to test
it,” Rothaus said.
The reason that the shovel tests
will have to wait until spring is
because it is more expensive to do
them in the winter because everything has to be thawed out. At this
time, the project is expected to take
about a year. The research will take
place during February —March of
this coming year, and after that, the
only hold-up is waiting for the
ground to thaw.
“We have until next October to
complete the job, but my target is
June,” Rothaus said.
The team for a project like this
is small. “It’s a pure research project. In the work I have done in
Mille Lacs, students have done all

the research. I have a class of 10 or
so students working on stuff every
year. That’s not a time table that
works really well with the people in
Elk River because they need a project and they need to know it’s right
in a short amount of time.”
Graduate students will be
involved with this project, and there
will be anthropology students that
will “shadow” the work being done.
“This is an excellent opportunity to give the students a glimpse of
what they’ll be doing. Most of our
anthropology students getting
involved in archaeology are not
going to end up as archaeologists at
a university. They’re going to end
up working for historical societies,
for businesses, for cities. This is a
good example of what it is they’ll
end up doing.”
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River offers chance to find America
A trip down the Mighty
Mississippi brings
adventurer John Napier
through St. Cloud

England; she says the Brits would
love this, to hear ‘The Heartland of
America.’ I think I have the sense of
what Europeans think of America, so
I could throw it back in their face,
one final, ‘Shut up, don’t tell us we
don’t have culture,’” he said with a
laugh.

Eric O’Link

Making it up as he goes

EDITOR

Napier, 32, did not start his trip
with elaborate plans. He built a raft
with Douglas fir trees and oil drums
and towed it to the Twin Cities from
Utah with a friend last month. They
didn’t even know if the raft would
float until they got here, Napier said.
Fortunately, it did, so they made
arrangements to leave it at a marina
on the river. Then it was off to Itasca
State Park and the Mississippi
Headwaters.
They left the headwaters in midSeptember.
Napier’s friend accompanied him
for the first four days of the trip; they
used a rented canoe. In Bemidji, he
switched to his cataraft, a small river
raft with a metal frame, oarlocks, two
wooden oars and two inflatable skyblue pontoons. The cataraft is light
enough to portage around the numerous dams in the river’s first 500
miles.
He will pick up his wood-and-oildrum raft in St. Paul and theoretically spend the remainder of the trip on
that raft, which is 8 feet by 16 feet
with a hut on the deck. He’s christened the raft the Don Quixote and
titled his expedition “Don Quixote on
the Mississippi.”
Napier said he’s noticed that floating the river with the intention of
“going all the way” brings a sort of
rock star status to those who do it.
“People think, ‘Wow, he’s such an
adventurer,’” he said. “No; I’m
scared of this. I don’t know what I’m
doing. I didn’t do any research.”
Not one for planning, he’s been
making it up as he goes.

When John Napier’s latest adventure brought him to SCSU last
Thursday, he came and went without
fanfare.
He could have passed for a student — albeit a little rough and dirty
around the edges — wearing a hat
and vest to keep warm against the
morning’s chilly air, soaking up the
sun on Atwood Mall.
But Napier is far from ordinary.
His brief visit to SCSU’s campus for
a bite of breakfast was one stop on
what will become a long list of places
he’s been this fall. He’s almost 500
miles into a journey that will take him
1,800 more.
Napier is floating the Mississippi
River from Lake Itasca to the Gulf of
Mexico.
“I don’t want to look back in 10
years and think I squandered my
time,” he said.
He spends his summers in the
Grand Canyon working as a river
guide. During the off-season —
September through April — he travels. Last winter he spent a month hiking in Nepal and visited Everest Base
Camp. Three years ago he biked
across the country from Oregon to
South Carolina. He’s biked across
Europe, too, and has visited places on
almost every continent.
This year, however, the
Mississippi beckoned.

Defending America
His voyage down the river is
about more than getting to the Gulf.
When he traveled abroad, Napier said
he spent a lot of time defending
America against foreigners who think
they know what America is about.
“So I said, ‘You know what, I’m
going to take another look at America
rather than travel,’” he said. He plans
to interview people along the way
and write about his experience.
“I’ve got an editor friend in

“It should be a college
requirement; before
you start bashing the
country, get out and
see it because it’s
unbelievable.”
John Napier
MISSISSIPPI ADVENTURER

Life on the river
He had been on the river for more
than three weeks when he came
through St. Cloud and already had
stories to tell about his journey,
which he referred to as a “great stumbling experience.”
“Somehow, generally, I land on
my feet – or when I land on my ass,
the story is worth it,” he said.
It was freezing when he arrived at
the headwaters and he was surprised
at the river’s low water level.
“It was cold that week, and I
thought, ‘I’m going to die. What am I
doing? There’s no water,’” he said.
Navigating the bogs and wild rice
fields of the upper Mississippi also
proved challenging. Sometimes,
Napier and his friend wondered if
they inadvertently strayed up a side
stream from the Mississippi. He was
glad to have his friend along for the
first four days.
“It was nice to have him, because

ERIC O’LINK/EDITOR

John Napier finishes portaging his gear and cataraft around St. Cloud Dam Thursday. Napier stopped
at SCSU to eat breakfast on his way down the Mississippi River. He expects the trip from Lake Itasca
to the Gulf of Mexico will take about four months to complete.
I probably would have just sat down
and wept,” Napier said.
The lakes — Cass and 14-milewide Winnibigoshish — challenged
Napier with huge expanses of open
water, strong winds and three- and
four-foot waves.
“Having been in big water in
Arizona, I thought I could handle it,
but holy rust, it’s a bear out there,” he
recalled. “It was the ocean; I’d never
been that far away from shore.”
Now, he has settled into a routine.
He tries to get on the river once it gets
light in the morning and stays on the
water until dusk — about 6:30 p.m.
— then makes camp wherever he is.
He keeps about a week’s supply
of dehydrated food, lunch meat and
cheese with him on the raft, cooks it
on a small camp stove and gets his
water right out of the river with a
purifier. He sleeps in a tent at night
and said even though Minnesota has
seen some cold nights since he started his trip, he has stayed warm.
“You get in your routine, and I’m
just loving it,” Napier said. “Beavers
and deer in the water and birds; I’ve
been on a high for three weeks.
“You’re the king of the world out
there; you’re sitting there looking at
birds and kicking around in the
woods.”
Spending his days on the river has
also given him a chance to think and
process things, he said — a rewarding experience.
“It’s been unbelievable to feel this
alone and cut off. … I felt like I had a
great cleaning out of the closet, mental fermentation. So I’m feeling pretty light right now, feeling pretty
clean, despite my appearance,” he
said.

‘Minnesota Nice’
He also has fond memories of the
people he’s already met and talked to.
Some people invited him to their
homes for a meal and a shower.
“In Minnesota, everyone I meet is
a saint,” he said. “Things are just
being laid out for me, all the time,
unbelievable. I know it won’t just be
in Minnesota, but it’s great that it
starts here and I find out about
Minnesota Nice.”
“If people did stuff like this, if
people got out and (talked to other
people), we’d be so reassured about
our country and the sense of community,” he added. “It should be a college requirement; before you start
bashing the country, get out and see it
because it’s unbelievable.”
As he floats down the Mississippi,
he hopes to motivate people to get
involved in whatever cause is important to them.
“Americans own the country —
not the government,” Napier said.
“Whoever gets elected in this next
campaign season is not going to save
the country. We have to realize that
we own the country; we can be doing
things right now for whatever. Find
out what pisses you off, find out what
needs to be changed.”
If people do not know how to get
involved, Napier suggested they
check out the Web site www.grassroots.org.
Napier also wants to inspire people to live life to the fullest.
“If people are thinking about
things and wanting to do things like
this — they don’t need be grand — it
sounds cliché but there’s never a better time,” he said. “Don’t wait ‘til you
feel comfortable or until you know

On the Internet
Learn more about John
Napier and his expedition on the
Web at www.dqonthems.com.
To get involved with a cause,
Napier suggests people check
out www.grassroots.org.
everything about what you’re about
to do. Just start taking steps toward
things you want to do and it will meet
you half way.
“My point is, if you’re inspired by
it, go pick what you’ve always wanted to do, if it’s start a garden or go
skydiving. Get out and do things. The
world is so rich outside of the walls
that we confine ourselves to.”
After stopping by campus for
breakfast, Napier headed on his way.
He walked back to the southeastern
edge of campus and descended the
steps to the floating dock that the
SCSU crew team uses to launch its
river shells.
There, his cataraft floated quietly
in the leaf-filled water, waiting for its
companion to return. With a few
adjustments to his gear, he shoved
off.
He rowed his boat across the river
and pulled out on the opposite side in
the shadow of University Bridge.
After several sweaty portaging trips,
his cataraft and gear were below St.
Cloud Dam and he again stowed
everything securely on the raft.
Then he pushed off into the gurgling Mississippi and became a stark
silhouette against the blinding sunsparkles that shimmered on the water.
He headed downstream – toward
St. Paul and his waiting Don Quixote
raft, toward the Gulf of Mexico,
toward rediscovering America.
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Challenge Yourself! Make a Difference!

The JET Programme
SPONSORED

BY THE

JAPANESE GOVERNMENT

Experience life in Japan
while teaching English
or working for a local
government on the Japan Exchange and
Teaching (JET) Program.
BENEFITS:
¥3,600,000/yr, tax-free; round-trip airfare; health
insurance; generous vacation; international alumni
network.
QUALIFICATIONS: U.S. citizenship; bachelor’s degree in any major by July 1, 2004; No
teaching experience or knowledge of Japanese
required!
APPLICATIONS: www.us.emb-japan.go.jp/JET
%202004/homepage.htm; or e-mail/write: Japan
Information Center, 737 North Michigan Avenue,
Suite 1000, Chicago, Illinois 60611 Phone: (312)
280-0434 Email: jicmext@webkddi.com
DEADLINE: Complete application must be
received on or before December 5, 2003
INFORMATION SESSION
Saturday, October 25, 2:00–5:00
at Japan Information Center
If interested, please RSVP to
jicmext@webkddi.com.
JET FAQ: www.chicago.us.
emb-japan.go.jp/jic/jetfaq.html.
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SCSU needs to
keep film series
The educational benefits of SCSU do not end when a student
steps outside of a classroom. There are a wealth of resources available for student to enrich their minds during their time on campus
such as events programming via UPB, the invaluable information
and technological services of the Miller Center and art on display
at the Atwood Gallery, Kiehle Gallery and Atwood Ballroom display case.
One resource that should not be overlooked at SCSU is the
International Film Series. This program, which brings films from
all over the world to the Atwood Theater — at no cost to students— is now in danger of being removed due to budget cuts.
This year eight films are being shown from countries ranging
from Italy to Japan to Iran. These are films that are not known by
many students because they did not receive wide theatrical release
in the United States.
SCSU is becoming an ever-more-diverse school, with students
from all over the globe, no doubt encompassing the eight countries
featured this year. By showing these films we include some of the
many different backgrounds of our student body into our events
programming.
These films offer insight into the countries they represent and
can be used as a tool to spread understanding and tolerance in the
student body.
Each film is followed by an informal conversation between
SCSU instructors, students and community members. These discussions allow patrons to interpret and explain the social relevance
of these films and to provoke discussion of important topics.
And again, the series is at no charge to the students. But that
does not mean that the films are free. Each film requires between
$300 and $400 to be payed to the film’s distributor in order to
license it for one showing. This money was provided last year by
a grant from the dean of the College of Fine Arts and Humanities.
Next year, students must take the initiative in order to keep this
program available on campus. The department of film studies is
asking for donations from students in order to keep the program
afloat.
If SCSU is concerned with creating and maintaining an environment conducive to all nationalities and ethnicities, then students, faculty and administrators alike should consider donating
to this program and to looking into how we can keep this service
to the campus community.
A study of international cinema shows that even ailing countries like post-war Germany and post-war Japan placed great
importance in their national cinema as an art form and a representation of cultural identity. Perhaps SCSU, in its bleak financial
times, should consider the value of offering its students foreign
cinema.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary page are not necessarily those
of the college, university system or student body.

Abortion bill ends horrible practice
While the dust still settles from
the passing of Minnesota’s “Women’s
Right to Know” abortion law,
Congress made its own statement on
abortion Tuesday.
The Senate voted 64-34 to outlaw
partial-birth abortion, except in cases
where a mother’s life is in danger.
This compliments the bill’s 281142 victory in the House of
Representatives. President Bush has
already said he will make the bill law.
So it’s possible that America is
about to see the first federal restriction on abortion since the 1970s.
The bill’s sponsors say they are
targeting a late-term procedure, USA
Today reports, “known as dilation
and extraction, in which a doctor partially extracts a fetus from the womb
and crushes its skull.”
The law would impose fines and
prison time — up to two years — on
doctors who perform the procedure. It
would also allow women’s husbands
to sue them for damages.
Abortion-rights activists have
been quick to condemn this billabout-to-be-law, of course.
CNN quoted Sen. Barbara Boxer,
D-California, who said it was a “very
sad day” for American women and
families in remarks before the Senate
vote.
“I want a civilized society,” she
said. “That means you care about the
women of this country. That means
you care about their pregnancies.
That means you want to help them
through the most difficult times. That

ERIC
O’LINK
STAFF
ESSAY
means you don’t play doctor here.”
Here we go again.
Those who are anti-abortion have
spoken up, overwhelmingly, to end a
practice that I can only imagine is
horrific when you’re in the room. But
abortion supporters are out to bash
this legislation.
Sen. Boxer’s comments really irk
me. Through her words on the Senate
floor, she tried to imply that passing
the bill would not lead to a civilized
society. If people cared about the
women in this country, if people
cared about their pregnancies and
wanted to help them through difficult
times, they would not vote for the
bill.
Those remarks are so hypocritical
they almost make me sick. I guess,
according to Sen. Boxer, bashing a
baby’s skull in as it comes into the
world is a civilized, caring thing to
do.
I’m not against people having
opinions. If you think abortion is the
way to go, that’s fine — nobody
should tell you that you can’t believe
that.
But what gets me is that I have yet

to hear one argument in favor of abortion that really makes sense. We generally hear a lot of “restriction of
women’s reproductive rights”
rhetoric from the abortion supporters
that sounds good at rallies, but means
little when you analyze the language.
Let’s remember that the supporters of this bill are NOT against lateterm partial-birth abortion when the
mother’s life is not in danger. This
law does not tell a woman with a lifethreatening pregnancy that she cannot
have an abortion. And it certainly
does not outlaw all forms of abortion.
When I wrote a column in support
of Minnesota’s “Women’s Right to
Know” law last spring, I pointed out
that similar laws in other states
allowed thousands more babies to be
born every year. Somebody submitted
a comment to our Web site that said
something to the effect of, “Why
don’t Eric and his good friend
Governor Pawlenty feed and clothe
all of those babies?”
Let me put this in perspective.
When my grandmother became pregnant with my mother, she was not
married. The “proper thing” to do at
the time was to get married, so she
did. But with today’s societal values,
she could have easily had an abortion.
If she had, my mom never would
have been born. If my mom hadn’t
been born, you wouldn’t be reading
this column right now because I
wouldn’t be here, either.
Yes — how dare we pass laws that
give babies a fighting chance at life.

KRISTEN J.
KUBISIAK

STAFF
COLUMN

Flowers will
fulfill your
lady’s desires
In just seconds you can go from
Clark Kent to Superman in the eyes
of that special woman in your life, or
maybe even the eyes of that seemingly unattainable woman you want in
your life. And you don’t even need a
phone booth. All you need to be the
hero in your lady’s life are flowers.
Go ahead, scoff, throw the paper
down, walk away, call me just as
crazy as the rest of the females in
your life that you so love to hate, but
remember one thing — we have parts
you don’t. You like them — sometimes you like us, and every once and
a while, you want us to like you back.
If that is the case for you, heed this
advice: buy that special woman a
flower. Allow me to distinguish the
flower “fact” from flower “fiction.”
Fiction: They must be bought in
bulk.
Fact: A single rose will do the
trick. Pop that pretty flower out from
behind your back, or subtly slide it
across a table toward your sweetie
and the results will surprise and
amaze you.
Fiction: You need an occasion.
Fact: Ok, there is no denying the
facts; if you miss or forget a predefined “special” occasion — or
whatever may be the relationship
milestone in your lady’s mind —
you’re in deep s––. But there is also
no denying that if you get a flower for
your honey on a non-special occasion, the value of your stock skyrockets. Plus, flowers are great for damage control if you did forget a special
occasion, just don’t do it too often or
not even cupid will be able to save
you.
Fiction: Once is enough.
Fact: Many over time win bonus
points. For some reason, your honey
probably thinks if you buy her a
flower, that means she is on your
mind. Why? Well because chances
are few guys buy flowers independently, or for anyone OTHER than
their girlfriends (or maybe their
moms). But don’t rely on flowers
strictly to bail you out of any situation
you may get into or they will quickly
lose their charms.

OPINIONS
Respect is a twoway street
For the record, to date, not a single member of the University
Chronicle staff has taken time to
interview me with the exception of
a year ago in regard to parking
fines. Yet, with increasing frequency, my name has appeared in everything from opinion columns to
news articles. It appears that some
of you need a scapegoat when dealing with the tough stuff life throws
your way.
When it comes down to it, the
real issue is not underage drinking
or loud parties or who lives in the
neighborhood or how unfair the
SCPD is. The real issue is whether
or not you are truly adult enough as
some of you have proclaimed to be
accountable for the choices you
make. An adult knows they are
accountable on all levels including
to their families, their employer,
co–workers and their community.
Using excuses like this is a college
neighborhood to imply certain
behavior is acceptable is juvenile.
Writing an opinion column using
hear-say to refer to comments that I
supposedly made may make for
good copy in the tabloids, but has
no place in real journalism.
Even an opinion column needs
to adhere to ethical standards that
hold the writer accountable for confirming information about comments attributed to another. Also
for the record, I have never identified myself as a “self-proclaimed
community activist.” The first time
the term was associated with me
was in a Chronicle article by Eric
O’Link
“Council
Attacks
Concerns” dated Feb. 27, 2003.
Since then I have often used the
title tongue-in-cheek when introducing myself and will continue to
do so since it is something I find
both amazing and amusing. With
respect to the accuracy of news articles by Nick Hanson, on Oct. 16,
2003 an article written by him
appeared on the front page of the
Chronicle. In it he states I pushed
for enforcement of the code of conduct. To suggest I am able to
change university policy is news to
a lot of people, including myself.
As I understand it, SCSU has a
code of conduct which has long
held students accountable for their
behavior in off–campus situations,
but has rarely enforced it. That they
are finally doing so is something
that was brought to the community’s attention by senior administration and something I applaud but
did not push for. As stated earlier,
accountability is what adults expect
of themselves and others. If you can

honestly say the choices you have
made reflect on you as an adult,
then there is absolutely nothing in
the code for you to fear.

Jerry Middelstadt
Heritage House Bed &
Breakfast

Dear Police Chief
Dennis Ballantine
I’m writing because of several
events that occurred over this past
weekend
during
SCSU’s
homecoming. I’m shocked and
appalled by the actions taken, directly
by your officers, and indirectly by the
City of St. Cloud.
What I experienced this weekend
does not even come close to the mission of the St. Cloud Police
Department as published on its Web
site. Friday night I enjoyed an evening
of cheering the Huskies on to their
hockey game win over the Badgers.
When I came home I was astonished
to find out that the police officers had
been shining spotlights into our living
room. Only one of my roommates was
there. She was in the kitchen with the
light on making a snack. If the house
is quiet and seems to have no one in it
all night, is there any reasons why the
officers would investigate?
As my three roommates and I were
discussing this event and reading the
newspaper on our porch, FIVE officers came up to us and told us we were
being loud. If this were a Wednesday
night or any other Friday night, I can
guarantee that no officer would have
approached us with this outrageous
statement. The officers told us that if
we were going to continue at this
noise level we had to go inside, which
we were planning on doing anyway.
When did it become a violation for
a person to be outside their house on
his or her own property? I may be a
college student, but that is NO reason
for ANYONE to treat me with such
disrespect.
Where do your officers find the
time to harass students and investigate
actual crimes being committed?
Shouldn’t the police department protect and serve the entire city instead of
condemning the students because of
who they are and where they live?
If police were to actually look at
today’s students at SCSU, police officers would realize that students here
have no interest in rioting. The students of St. Cloud are only interested
in having fun with their friends on
homecoming weekend, minus the
police department harassment.

Sarah Buske
Senior
Political Science

SCSU, community
deserve credit for
safe homecoming
I am very disappointed by
Monday’s staff essay (“Words, protest
stronger than action”). After a successful homecoming weekend filled with
many safe and fun activities, your column was filled with nothing but negatives surrounding how the St. Cloud
community went about keeping our
streets safe.
Necessary actions were taken by
community leaders so that our community would not see negative activities and so we would not receive any
bad press, and I commend the university in that effort.
I am outraged by Mr. Hanson’s
commentary and the two other opinion pieces. They have done nothing
but perpetuate some of the stereotypes
that continue to surround our university. I can attest that these opinions do
not represent the entire voice of the
student body.
It was also absurd to include a picture of an SCPD “undercover van.”
Mr. Hanson, you do have the right
to your opinion. You also have the
right to write whatever you wish in the
opinion section. However, why do you
reference a picture of the undercover
van in the news section? Did you ever
stop and think that the undercover van
might be used in high risk police
activity other than homecoming
enforcement? By including the picture, might this not hamper future St.
Cloud police activity?
There were several Twin Cities TV
crews around this past weekend and I
feel they were disappointed that there
were no incidents. From my perspective, I think no incidents was a great
thing for our school and community. I
don’t feel any sympathy for the news
organizations camping out waiting for
something to happen. We did not
make complete fools of ourselves; our
campus was quiet, calm and wellbehaved.
This is what shocked me when I
picked up Monday’s Chronicle. I read
nothing but negative opinions, with
only a small excerpt explaining that
nothing happened at SCSU and everything was “quiet and peaceful.”
SCSU students, administrators and
staff, as well as community leaders all
deserve some credit for making homecoming a safe and enjoyable event.

Tom Krueger Jr.
Senior
Mass Communications and
Community Studies
Editor’s Note:
Letters have been edited for length
and style.

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Where did all the
riots go?
Well, I am glad the soap opera
has ended and that us students can
go back to learning without having
to waste more precious class time
on whether or not SCSU students
were going to riot this weekend.
Obviously we didn’t, but things
could have been dealt with in a different manner.
Yes, the university was right in
asking students to please act responsibly this weekend, we don’t want
to create the type of incidents that
have plagued Manakto and SCSU in
the past. However, this is where it
should have ended.
It is sad to think that in our community, people don’t trust each
other. If the university wants to
extend the code of conduct to off
campus, they have more than the
power to do that. But to send letters
to parents home marked urgent
explaining to parents what was
going on, shows that students are
not trusted and cannot take responsibility for themselves.
It is sad that we sit in class day in
and day out and create an atmosphere of learning, bonding with fellow students and faculty about
important issues of the world. But
when it comes to whether or not we
are going to act right, there is a fear
that we might cause harm to the university and to the city of St. Cloud.
Well, obviously we didn’t and
let that be a lesson to all, that
together, we can co-exist.
Serafina Scholl
Graduate Student
Social Responsibility

University Chronicle
would like to hear your
views, well, on anything.
Let your voice be heard
in your student newspaper.
Write concisely (and legibly) and send your comments on current events and
issues to Letters to the
Editor, 13 Stewart Hall, St.
Cloud, MN 56301, e-mail
chronicle@universitychronicle.com or respond via our
Web page, www.universitychronicle.com. If you write
a guest column, please
enclose your photo.
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If Tiger Woods finishes on top this
weekend at the Funai Classic at Walt
Disney World, he’ll be the first golfer
ever to win five straight PGA Tour
Money Titles.
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Senior is team’s heart and soul
Ben Birnell
STAFF WRITER

Traditionally, with any sports
team, there’s always that guy.
The guy who cracks jokes, plays
pranks and generally tries to make
the game a little bit lighter for
everyone on the team. It doesn’t
take a whole lot of detective work to
figure out who the team prankster
on the Husky football team is.
Anyone will tell you without
remotely thinking about it that it’s
fifth-year senior running back Josh
Williams.
“Josh is one of those guys that’s
always trying to lighten the mood,”
senior
quarterback
Keith
Heckendorf said. “When the team is
down or taking things too seriously,
Josh is the one that’s always trying

“Josh brings a
loyalty to this team
that’s been there
since day one. If I
had to describe him
in one word, it’s that
he’s very
dependable.”
Randy Hedberg
HEAD COACH

to make everyone relax and have
fun.”
Looking for the person who put
the eight-by-six foot kiddie pool
with goldfish swimming around in
the first-year locker room? Or compared sophomore kicker Shawn
Braunagel to Simpsons’ character C.
Montgomery Burns in the St. Cloud
Times newspaper? The taping of
locker doors shut? Yup, chalk it all
up to funny man Josh Williams.
“He’s built up quite the reputation as the prankster on the team,”
SCSU head coach Randy Hedberg
said. “He’s always getting somebody on the team.”
Williams likes to spread the
wealth when it comes to playing
jokes on his teammates, namely the
first-year players.
“You always have to go after the
freshmen,” Williams said with a
smile. “It lightens the mood, and
kind of gets everyone talking. It
brings everyone together like ‘Oh
man, did you see that prank?’ It kind
of brings the younger players and
the veterans on the team a little bit
closer.”
Williams, a three-sport athlete
and 1999 graduate of Osakis High
School arrived on the scene in the
1999 season as a redshirt first-year,
with a little help from his family.
His brother Tom played fullback
from 1991-1997 for the Huskies,
and what Williams says made the
decision to play for the Huskies easier was the fact that he knew all the
coaches before he put on a Husky
jersey.
“I definitely think my brother

playing here helped my decision,”
Williams said. “I mean, knowing all
the coaches and knowing the area,
coming here for games and stuff
definitely made things a lot easier.”
Originally listed as a reserve runningback in fall of ‘99, he found his
way into the defensive secondary,
special teams, and also split time
between being a runningback and
wide receiver because of lack of
depth in the 2000 season.
“We had some depth problems,
we asked him to play both positions
and I think he did well in both positions,” Hedberg said. “Josh brings a
loyalty to this team that’s been there
since day one. If I had to describe
him in one word, it’s that he’s very
dependable.”
In the 2001 season, he found
himself strictly as a runningback
and on special teams. He finished
with 19 carries for 44 yards.
Last season, Williams saw his
carries and his role on the team
increase as he ranked second on the
team in rushing with 86 carries for
386 yards.
This season by far is this physical education major’s breakout year.
In eight games this season, partly as
a replacement to injured starting
sophomore runningback Matt
Birkel, he’s rushed 116 times (five
less carries than his combined total
in the last three seasons) for 580
yards.
Heckendorf, for one, is happy
that Williams is on the team and
glad that Williams accepts his role
and his job whenever he’s needed.
■

Go to Senior filling in PAGE 13.

RYAN HENRY/ASSISTANT VISUALS EDITOR

Senior runningback Josh Williams has 116 carries for 580 yards this
season and has been successfully filling in for Matt Birkel who has an
injured leg. He also has gained a reputation as the team’s prankster.

Women’s hockey hoping to rebound in WCHA
Jay Corn
STAFF WRITER

Sitting rinkside at the National
Hockey Center, senior goalie Ellen
Brinkman watches several of her
teammates go through their prepractice skate.
This is a new year for women’s
hockey, and with it comes a new
role for the North St. Paul native.
Being only one of five seniors on
this year’s squad, Brinkman and her
fellow veterans are being looked to
for experience and leadership as the
young hockey season gets underway.

Despite dropping their first two
games against the University of
Findlay (Ohio) this past weekend,
according to Brinkman, there is no
doubt or self-pity in the locker
room.
“Losing our first two games was
disappointing, but it was also a
good learning experience for our
younger players,” Brinkman said.
“Those two losses by no means set
the tone for the rest of the season,
and I think everyone involved in
women’s hockey is going to be surprised at our success this year and
how wrong they were in their preconceived notions and predictions

about this team.”
Those thoughts and sentiments
were echoed by head coach Jason
Lesterberg as well. Now in his second season as the women’s head
coach, Lesterberg has high expectations for his team this year, and
regardless of the slow start,
believes the talent and dedication
are there to bring those expectations
to fruition.
“There are a lot of very equal
teams in this conference, and when
we have breakdowns in transition
and defense like we did this past
weekend, it’s going to create a lot of
offensive opportunities for the other

team,” Lesterberg said. “I’m looking at this season as having three
sections to it: the regular season,
the final five tournament, and then
the Frozen Four postseason. Things
have improved in so many areas
since last season, and people will
soon see that this program is ready
to seriously compete on a very high
level.”
There certainly is reason to be
optimistic. For starters, SCSU has
won the last four meetings against
the University of North Dakota,
who happens to be their guest at the
National Hockey Center this weekend. In their two losses this past

weekend, the squad had to adjust to
playing on Findlay’s regulationsized rink, a very different set-up
from the Olympic-sized rink at the
National Hockey Center.
UND comes into this weekend
having dropped its last two games
against Mankato. They are led by
senior Sherrie White who has two
goals on the season and sophomore
goalie Amber Hasbargen who owns
a .913 save percentage. This weekend’s series will be of their first
WCHA matchup, and should give
the Huskies a good barometer on
their overall play.
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Huskies prepare for Tech’s offense
Forwards Chris Conner
and Colin Murphy are
giving Michigan Tech a
new look early.
Bobby Hart
STAFF ESSAY

If the Huskies could only keep the
WCHA standings at their current
form, life would be a lot easier.
They read: SCSU four points,
everyone else zero. The Huskies,
picked to finish eighth in the conference, are the only team in the league
to have a conference win under their
belt after they swept the Wisconsin
Badgers last weekend at the National
Hockey Center. Of course, that is also
the only WCHA game of the season
played thus far.
Unfortunately for SCSU, life in
the WCHA isn’t easy and it won’t get
any easier when Michigan Tech travels to St. Cloud this weekend. The
Michigan Tech University Huskies,
who were picked to finish ninth in the
conference, just finished with probably one of the craziest set of games
that will be played this season with
(previously ranked no. 15 in the
nation) Northern Michigan.
After dropping a two-goal lead in
the final minute Friday night in a 4-3
overtime loss to the Wildcats,
Michigan Tech turned the tables by
scoring three goals with just over two
minutes left in regulation to edge out
a 7-6 overtime victory. With a
revamped sense of energy, MTU didn’t look like the same 7-18-3 team
that finished eighth in the conference
last season.
First-year head coach Jamie
Russell, who returns to his alma mater
as the programs third head coach in
four years, hopes that their overtime
win is one step in the right direction.
“We competed extremely hard
over the weekend and although we
were disappointed with Friday’s
result, our guys showed some character by coming back on Saturday,”
Russell said. “For our seniors, I’m the
third head coach they’ve had, but
everyone’s been very receptive and
we’ve already built some confidence
together.”

“This league has just
gotten tougher and our
non-conference record
as a league has shown
that.”
Craig Dahl
SCSU HEAD COACH

A couple players SCSU will need
to keep their eye on is junior Colin
Murphy and sophomore Chris
Conner. Conner accounted for a hattrick Friday night and one goal
Saturday, while Murphy (WCHA
Player of the Week) scored a natural
hat trick (four goals) Saturday.
Murphy will also bring a seven-game
point streak dating back to last season
into the NHC this weekend.
“I new they were talented coming
in,” Russell said. “Colin is such a
strong skater and he’s got a great
hockey sense that will let him take
over games. Conner is worth the price
of admission. Every shift he skates is
electrifying and he’s always working
hard.”
The SCSU offense, on the other
hand, has been relatively spread out.
Junior Peter Szabo, who is the team’s
second leading returning scorer from
last season (6G-17A-23), accounted
for two power-play goals Saturday,
but they also found some relatively
untapped offensive resources as well.
Senior defenseman captain Ryan
LaMere, Dave Iannazzo and Konrad
Reeder, who combined for only four
goals last season, also scored against
Wisconsin.
The SCSU forwards should be
able to take advantage of Tech’s goaltending situation. Cam Ellsworth and
Bryce Luker gave up a combined 10
goals last weekend. Ellsworth also
had the league’s worst goals against
average last season at 3.94.
With the addition of AlaskaAnchorage’s Nye Frontier Classic
non-conference tournament win, the
three lowest ranked teams in the
WCHA preseason poll are looking
better than expected after their first
weekend.
“This league has just gotten
tougher and our non-conference
record as a league has shown that,”
said SCSU head coach Craig Dahl.
“Michigan Tech’s come-from-behind
win at home last Saturday night
served as notice that they’re not going
to be a push-over team and
Anchorage starting out 3-1 is a good
thing for them. All in all it’s good for
the league; it just makes it tougher for
each individual team in it.”
SCSU’s sweep over Wisconsin
confirmed the team’s self-proclaimed
strength as a blue collar defensive
team. The SCSU defense only gave
up two goals all weekend; one coming off a five minute penalty, and the
other off a deflection from a stick’s
shaft in the slot.
Husky
goaltenders
Jason
Montgomery and Adam Coole were
unstoppable combining for 57 saves
from 59 shots on goal is the series.
However, Dahl still wants to see firstyear goalie Tim Boron in a game situation after his impressive performances in practice.
“Timmy deserves a chance to
play,” Dahl said. “He’s played very
well in practice just like the other two

RYAN HENRY/ ASSISTANT VISUALS EDITOR

Sophomore defenseman Tim Conboy tries to clear the zone Saturday night against the University of
Wisconsin.The Husky defense held the Badgers to only two goals all weekend.
so we’re going to play him.”
Instead of letting his teammate
competitors’ good performances add
any pressure, Boron is trying to stay
focused.
“I’ve probably
played about 140
games of juniors
so I never really
got nervous then,”
he said. “I’m not
really sure how
I’m going to feel,
but I guess I’ll
know
Friday.
Right now I’m just
Tim
Boron concentrating on
working hard in
practice. I think I’ve come a long way
in the last two months of practicing
and I’m getting used to all the guys
shooting. I feel really comfortable and
I can’t wait to get out there.”
Although both Michigan Tech and
SCSU have raised some eyebrows
around the league with impressive
starts, there is still a long road ahead.
“‘One game does not a season
make’ and we certainly live by that
motto,” Dahl said. “There’s a lot of
water that needs to go over the dam
yet and consistency is always the
Hallmark of any good team or good
player.”
SCSU just hopes the water won’t
be flowing from Conner and Murphy.

■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Senior filling in fine
“Josh is a team player, he accepts
his role and goes out there and gets it
done,” Heckendorf said. “It makes a
good reflection on him as a person,
and provides a good example to
other players who aren’t starters.”
Hedberg agrees, stating that
whenever Williams’ number is
called, he does a great job every time
out.
“I thought he’s done really well
as his role has increased,” Hedberg
said. “I thought he did really well
when called on at North Dakota
(Oct. 4) when he ran for almost 100
yards. And UND has one of the better run defenses in the country.”
Hedberg also stated he was very
pleased with the results Williams
gave last weekend against the
University of South Dakota in which
he rushed a career-high 31 times for
another career-high 149 yards.
Williams feels good about the
way he’s fulfilled the role he’s been
given through his five years as part
of the Husky team.
“I definitely think I’m one of the
more vocal people on the field, especially on special teams,” Williams

said. “I just try to help out wherever
they need it and do my best wherever I am.”
This being his final year of eligibility, Birkel knows that Williams
will be missed after this year.
“He’ll be missed a lot next year,
he’s always the one that comes out
here and shows you that football is
supposed to be fun,” Birkel said.
“It’ll be hard.”
As far as getting Williams back
for any of the pranks that have been
pulled on them, Birkel and
Heckendorf are mum on any anecdotes they may have. They have
good reason to be.
Williams is also part of the work
study program in which he helps out
in the equipment room in Halenbeck
Hall, further helping him in his
never-ending chicanery.
Sophomore teammate Charlie
Cosgrove says it best on why they
can’t retaliate on Williams.
“We can’t. He’s got all our locker
combinations,” Cosgrove said with a
laugh. “With him, that’s not a good
combination.”
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Sporting

Events
THURSDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. North
Dakota at the National Hockey
Center at 2:05 p.m.
■ Swimming and Diving intrasquad meet at Halenbeck pool at
3 p.m.
■ Men’s Club Hockey at
Michigan Tech at 7:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Michigan
Tech at the National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.

FRIDAY
■ Soccer vs. MSU-Mankato at
Whitney Soccer Fields at 1 p.m.
■ Women’s Hockey vs. North
Dakota at the National Hockey
Center at 2:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Michigan
Tech at the National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Club Hockey at
Michigan Tech at 7:05 p.m.

UPCOMING
■ Soccer vs. Minnesota-Duluth
at Whitney Soccer Fields at 2
p.m. Oct. 31.
■ Volleyball vs. SDSU at
Halenbeck Hall at 5 p.m. Oct.
31.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Princeton
at the National Hockey Center at
7:05 p.m. Oct. 31.
■ Swimming and Diving invitational at Halenbeck pool at 9
a.m. Nov. 1.
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Jeter is true Yanks savior
We all have a story. A story
when we meet someone famous and
completely embarrass ourselves.
I have a story, and every October
I find myself retelling the events of
that Wednesday afternoon.
It was June 26th, 1996 and my
roommate and I had tickets for a
Twins-Yankees game. This was not
a great Twins team and there were
maybe 500 Twins and 5,000 Yankee
fan in attendance.
I was a Derek Jeter fan; after all
we have the same first name. He
even spells it right.
I noticed Jeter signing autographs so I jumped in line and
worked my way up to the front.
When I got there I spent the next
five minutes screaming, “You’re
the man.” While I was likely spraying it; not saying it, I was sticking
my forefinger in his grill.
After signing my magazine,
Jeter quickly walked away. The
dozen people still in line were disappointed to say the least.
We hear the argument every
baseball season: Derek Jeter does
not make the Yankees great, the
Yankees make Derek Jeter great.
After all, he has no gold gloves,
MVP awards, home run titles, or a

DEREK
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stolen base title. He is not even the
most valuable player on his team.
That award goes to Mariano Rivera.
Heck, he is not the most talented
player in his own infield. That
would be Alfonso Soriano, even
though his strikeouts totals are skyrocketing.
But the captain of the Yankees is
Derek Jeter. The first guy asked a
question in the locker room is Jeter.
Why? It’s simple. The last nine
years of Yankee baseball is simply
“the Jeter years”.
I remember reading a book as a
child about the Yankees in the sixties and seventies. The Yankees
were one of the worst teams in the
majors in the late sixties. It looked
as if the dynasty was over. Then a
scout told the Yankees owners, at
that time CBS Television, that he

saw the light at the end of the tunnel. That light was Thurman
Munson.
The Yankees also suffered
through horrible years from 19891992. It got so bad for the Yankees
that in 1991, the team had the number one pick and selected left-hand
pitching phenom Brien Taylor. A
couple months after being selected
number one, Taylor got in a bar
brawl and ruined his shoulder forever.
The next year, the Yankees
selected a shortstop from Michigan,
and suddenly there was a light at
the end of the tunnel. This time, the
light was Derek Jeter.
The Yankees were improving in
the 1990’s, but still missed that
spark. The spark that makes good
teams great and great teams legendary.
The spark arrived opening day
1996. Jeter homered in his first
game, and went on to win Rookie of
the Year, made Jeffrey Maier a
household name, and lead the
Yankees to their first World Series
Title in 18 years.
Since Jeter arrived in New York,
the Yankees have won four World
Championships. It would be naive

to believe that Jeter is the lone reason for the success. He is simply a
part of a 25-man roster and part of a
180 million dollar payroll that
owner George Stienbrenner stockpiles with talent.
If you put Jeter on the Brewers
or Padres, he doesn’t make them an
instant contender. He’s probably
not even an all-star. I mean look at
what Juan Pierre has done for the
Marlins, or what Shannon Stewart
has done for the Twins.
Jeter gets on base and scores
runs. He has scored over 100 runs
seven straight seasons but he
missed the triple digit total this year
due to injury. If he had stayed
healthy, he would have easily
scored over 110 runs. Yeah, runs are
boring until you realize that’s how
you win games.
As I write this, I am watching
Game 3 of the World Series. Florida
Marlin has their best pitcher, Josh
Beckett, on the mound. No one can
hit Beckett, except Jeter who’s
three for three and scored the tying
run.
I wonder what A-Rod is doing
tonight.

Torre pushes luck, Marlins win
Alex Gonzalez hits
homerun off Jeff
Weaver in 12th to even
the World Series at 2-2
John Harper
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

MIAMI — It was looking like
another one of those October nights
when Joe Torre could do no wrong.
Like so many over the last eight
years.
His gambles in the ninth inning pinch-running for his catcher, pinchhitting a lefty for a lefty - paid off in
the form of another dramatic comeback. And then he pushed his luck
too far.
Jeff Weaver? Torre must have
been feeling bulletproof. If he were
playing blackjack, he’d have asked
for a hit on 19.
You had to hear Yankee fans hustling for the exits at Pro Player
Stadium here the minute Alex
Gonzalez beat Weaver with a home
run in the 12th inning on Wednesday
night to give the Marlins a 4-3 victory and even this World Series at 2-2:
“I knew it, I knew it,” one guy
with a Yankee cap was screaming at
two friends as they ran for the door.
“He does it every time.”
Indeed, Yankee fans would have

preferred to lose with anybody else,
such is the feeling of doom that any
appearance by Weaver inspires.
They’d have preferred a surprise
return of Juan Acevedo on
Wednesday night to Weaver, the
hangdog righthander who always
looks like he’s waiting for the worst
himself.
And it’s not as if Torre was out of
pitchers.
He’d used two relievers, Jeff
Nelson and Jose Contreras, and he
had four others available - Felix
Heredia, Gabe White, Chris
Hammond and Mariano Rivera.
He wasn’t going to use Rivera in
a tie game on the road at that point,
especially since Rivera had pitched
two innings Tuesday night, and the
Yankees might need him in Game 5
on Thursday night.
And all of the Marlins’ big hitters
are righthanded, which is why the
Yankees preferred to stay away from
their lefties.
Still, it’s awfully hard to justify
Weaver at that point in the game.
Never mind his season of selfdestruction; he hadn’t thrown a single pitch in these playoffs.
Yet Torre made it sound as if the
circumstances dictated the decision,
that he needed a pitcher who could
give the Yankees a long stint, if necessary, in case the game stayed tied.
“We’re going to go with our long
man there,” said Torre. “That’s why
you need a long man, for instances

like this.”
In that sense, it was a move right
out of the manager’s handbook, but
in this case, you can’t ignore all the
reasons for not using Weaver there.
Torre got away with the move in
the 11th, as Weaver worked a 1-2-3
inning, getting easy outs mostly with
his breaking stuff that these Marlins
hadn’t seen.
But it’s hard to believe that made
any Yankee fan feel better about him
pitching the 12th. They’ve seen it
too many times this season, and sure
enough, it took only one batter to
fulfill their worst fears.
He went to 3-2 on Gonzalez, the
Marlins shortstop who hasn’t hit a
lick in this entire postseason. In fact,
after going 0-for-4 on the night to
that point, Gonzalez was hitting
under .100 for the postseason - 5for-54.
But then Weaver served up a fat
pitch, one on the inner half of the
plate, and Gonzalez hit a line shot
that jumped off his bat and looked
like a double off the wall in the leftfield corner - except it stayed just
high enough to clear the wall.
Here’s how bad the pitch was:
Weaver said he was trying to throw
it to the outside corner.
“I was trying to go down and
away with a sinker,” he said. “It
came back inside.”
Weaver was speaking at his locker, with a huge group of reporters
jostling one another to hear. He did-

n’t show the kind of emotion you
might have expected. No red eyes.
No look of devastation.
Maybe he’s been through this
type of scene so many times this season that he’s numb to the emotion,
even in the World Series.
“I felt like I made my pitches,”
he said. “It just got away.”
He was asked about pitching in
such a crucial spot after such a long
layoff.
“It was definitely tough,” he said.
“But it was my opportunity to make
something happen.”
Something bad, as it turned out.
As usual.
Still, it’s not as if Weaver blew
this game. The Yankees had plenty
of chances to win it, but more and
more they’re looking like a team
whose bats just might not get the job
done in this Series.
They needed Ruben Sierra, of all
people, to save them in the ninth
inning Wednesday night. With two
outs and two runners on, Torre put
him up to hit for another lefty, Karim
Garcia, right after the manager had
sent Dave Dellucci to first base to
run for Jorge Posada.
Sierra tripled and once again
Torre had his golden touch working
in October. The game was tied 3-3,
and anyone who has been watching
the Yankees these last eight years
knew they’d find a way to win it.
Then Torre pushed his luck too
far.
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It was a week of cheering, laughing, debating,
thinking, and honoring tradition – everything
a great homecoming should be.
Throughout a variety of formal and informal
gatherings, triumphant Husky victories, and
fun-filled activities, students, alumni
faculty/staff and friends celebrated with spirit
and regard for each other, for our campus, and
for our surrounding community.

Thank you
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
A tradition of excellence and opportunity
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Not a ‘standard’ production
Derek Sullivan

‘Eastern Standard’

STAFF WRITER

In Richard Greenburg’s comedic
play, two couples are brought together
by chance. One couple is straight and
one is gay.
“You can’t tell the couples apart,”
said Brain Chmiel, who portrays the
part of Stephen Wheeler. “They have
the same problems any couple would
have.”
That is just one of the issues discussed in “Eastern Standard,” the first
production of the year for SCSU’s
Theater Department.
Eastern Standard was written in
1989, and had a successful run at New
York’s famed Manhattan Theatre
Club, and eventually on Broadway. It
traces a group of somewhat cynical
young professionals as they move
from disillusionment to a more hopeful outlook on their futures.
The play takes place in the late
1980s at a trendy Manhattan
Restaurant. Stephen (Chmiel) is having lunch with his good friend Drew
(Ben Rothaus). Drew is an artist on the
rise.
While Stephen and Drew are having lunch, Stephen eyes a local stockbroker named Phoebe (LaTasha
Hamann). Stephen is in love with
Phoebe and so far the love is not being
returned. Phoebe is having lunch with
her Brother Peter (Jonathan Isenor), a
television executive.
A homeless woman named May
shows up at the restaurant and through
unbelievable antics draws the foursome together.
The four characters eventually
strike up a friendship. This group will
eventually end up at Stephen’s summer home on Long Island, joined by
May (Tracy Bergsholm) and an
actress/waitress
named
Ellen
(McKenzie Ristau).
The six characters discuss city life,

The play runs through Sunday,
Oct. 26 at the Performing Arts
Center Arena Stage. Shows
Thursday through Saturday will
be at 8 p.m. Sunday’s matinee will
be at 2 p.m.The performance is
free with a student ID.
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Stephen Wheeler,played by Brian Chmiel,and Drew Paley,portrayed by Benjamin Rothaus perform the
play “Eastern Standard” Wednesday night at the Performing Arts Center. The play was sponsored by
the Department of Theater, Film Studies, and Dance.
relationships, non-relationships, plans
for the future and the mistakes of the
past. While the topics seem heady,
there is lots of humor in “Eastern
Standard.”
“The author — Richard Greenberg
— has the ability to be very moving
and funny at the same time,” director
Bruce Hyde said.

“Eastern Standard” is Greenberg’s
first Broadway success. After the play
initial run at the Manhattan Theatre
Club, the play was moved to the John
Golden Theatre on Broadway in 1989.
“The play works because it is
clever,” Hyde said. “It is a realistic
look at relationships.”
Greenberg has since written sever-

al successful plays including “Three
Days of Rain” (1998), which was a
Pulitzer Prize finalist.
His 2003 work “Take Me Out”
also was a nominee for the Pulitzer
Prize. “Take Me Out” would take
home the prestigious Tony Award for
Best Play.
His follow-up to “Take Me Out”

was “The Violet Hour,” which will
open on Broadway in late 2003.
“Eastern Standard” has a small cast
of only six actors. The part of Stephen
is played by Pre-Chiropractic Student
Brian Chmiel. Even though this is
Chmiel’s fifth performance in a play,
he wants acting to stay a hobby.
“Everything in my classes is sterile
and intense,” Chmiel said. “Acting
gives me a chance to wind down and
relax.”
The play’s original lighting technique requires a large and effective
artistic staff. Nineteen people have
worked diligently on such tasks ranging from Stage Manager to Audio
Designer to running the box office.
“I am really impressed with the
work the cast and staff have done,”
Hyde said. “Several actors are acting
for the first time. Everyone in this cast
performed like natural actors.”
While Dr. Bruce Hyde is not performing in the play, he can offer some
real world experience. Hyde recently
performed “Death of a Salesman” to
rave reviews in the Twin Cities.
The play is being held at the
Performing Arts Center Arena Stage.
The Arena Stage is a very intimate setting, with around one hundred seats. A
playgoer would never be more than
eight feet from the actors.
“It makes it a lot more personal.
You are always making eye contact,”
Jonathan Isenor said.
“It is the first play I have been in
where I can whisper and the audience
can hear.”

Poets celebrate heritage, overcome fear
Kristen J. Kubisiak
STAFF WRITER

The lights were low but there
was something electric about the
atmosphere in the Atwood Quarry
and 12-year-old Brianna Higgens
could feel it as she walked on

stage.
The South Junior High School
student recited a personal poem
before a large group of college students in SCSU’s Atwood Quarry,
an undertaking that might make the
majority of high school-age students a bit apprehensive.

“I was really nervous,” Higgens
said.
Higgens and friends Kianna
Burks, also from South Junior
High School, and Tech High
School students Sherell Williams
and Allenia Burson were four of
the 16 poets who shared their indi-

vidual lyrical stylings during the
open microphone segment of Black
Poetry Night, sponsored by the
Council of African American
Students (CAAS).
“This is the third year we’ve
had black poetry night and we are
going to do it again next year for

sure,” said Calvin Mosby, CAAS
president.
The program is a celebration of
all poetry, but also pays a special
tribute National Black Poetry
Week, which began Oct. 17.
■
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X-Box sends student to Vegas
Josef Palmersheim
READERS’ ADVOCATE

Sometimes people possess talents that go unnoticed for a period
of time. These talents have a way of
surfacing at interesting moments.
For SCSU junior Ben Aelling, that
moment was two weeks ago when
he was at Gameworks at the BlockE mall in Minneapolis.
Aelling and another friend were
attending a tournament that night
for the new X-Box game “ESPN
Football 2004.” He’d read about
the tournament on the Internet.
“It sounded like there were actually going to be people who were
rated on ‘X-Box Live.’”
Aelling said that there was only
eight people at the event.
“I don’t know exactly what happened,” Aelling said.
After beating his friend in the
first round, Aelling advanced to the
finals. There he faced stiffer competition, and despite the other
team’s late-game comeback, won
the game and with it the region title.
This was the first time that
Aelling had played the game. The
last sports game he had played was
“Madden 98.”
“It (‘ESPN 2004’) was a lot better than that!” The prizes were not
too bad either. The first prize,
which Aelling won, was a trip to
Las Vegas to compete in the
National Championship, and with
it, $500 spending cash.
The second prize was sideline

“If you know the
basic idea of what
football is, you can play
it (‘ESPN 2004’) and
it’s not that tough.”
Ben Aelling
X-BOX GAMER
Vikings tickets and third prize was
an X-Box with an X-Box Live kit.
When asked about Vegas,
Aelling says he has no major plans.
The grand prize for winning the
National title is a trip to Hawaii to
see the Pro Bowl in February. To
win this, Aelling will have to defeat
three other people in the tournament. He has been practicing in
order to make this a reality.
“I don’t have anything really
planned, I actually haven’t heard
very many specifics. They haven’t
gotten the itinerary out to me yet.
The Marketing Team gave me a
call, and I had to Fed-Ex them all
kinds of signatures and stuff, but
they haven’t gotten back to me yet
(either),” Aelling said. “They fly us
out there on Friday, the Tournament
is on Saturday afternoon, and you
come back Sunday. The rest of the
time is yours.”
Aelling is trying to arrange for a
friend to come with him to Los
Vegas. This same friend whom

KIM BUCHOLZ/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU’s Ben Aelling won the regional competition for ESPN’s new football game on X-Box. Many hard
hours were spent practicing, and have paid off. In November he will be flying to Las Vegas in order to
compete for Pro-Bowl tickets.
Aelling beat in the original competition might fly out on his own. “It
sounds like he’s going to come with
me. He’s going to buy his own ticket to come down and be my cheerleader,” Aelling said with a laugh.
“They (Microsoft) are just trying
to get publicity for it. The ‘2-K

Series’ was bad. They re-did the
whole thing and ESPN got on it.
That’s what it was. I thought to
myself, ‘I’ve never played this
before!’ and pretty much everyone
else had the same feeling,” Aelling
said.
When asked about the game,

Aelling had mostly positive
remarks.
“It wasn’t too different. The
interface was a little different, but if
you know what the basic idea of
football is, you can play it (‘ESPN
2004’) and it’s not that tough.”

Movies ETC. provides unchained service
Adam Johnson
STAFF WRITER

Walk a few doors down from the
local Movies ETC and you’ll find
Steve Pickard standing behind the
desk of Bumper to Bumper Auto
Parts. The quiet, unassuming look that
emanates from behind his wireframed glasses along with the faded
navy-colored work shirt he dons each
day makes him appear decidedly bluecollar. However, these traits mask the
fact that he’s doing what many have
found to be nearly impossible.
Pickard co-owns Movies ETC. —
an independent video store that has
been in business for almost two years
— and despite its lack of franchise
backing, the business has been
increasingly successful.
“We started our own store, but it
was pretty much from scratch,”
Pickard said. “We’re starting to get
more name recognition now ... and
we’re definitely holding our own.”

Movies ETC. occupies the building that used to house Video Update,
but after the corporation’s bankruptcy
in 2001 the building was vacated.
Without a solid video store in the campus area, Pickard saw the need to fill
the void.
“I started researching it and discovered that there was a business
opportunity there,” Pickard said.
After hiring Video Update’s former manager, as well as a number of
former employees, Pickard set to work
on creating a business that would
improve upon Update’s chain store
operation. It was decided that in order
to be successful, the new Movies
ETC. would have to diversify and
offer a greater selection to students.
“Video Update was not serving the
game market at all,” Pickard said.
“Game rental is very big right now.
We expanded that and we’ve got a
pretty extensive library on VHS and
DVD too.”
When asked how this independent

“We even have
Blockbuster employees
coming here to rent. ”
Tina Czech
MOVIES ETC. EMPLOYEE
business can survive amidst the
Hollywoods and Blockbusters,
Pickard explained that location was
the key ingredient.
With its proximity to downtown
and the campus area, Movies ETC.
can thrive in a way that would be
impossible next door to a chain store
store. Holding up in a market dominated by franchise corporations can be
daunting, but Movies ETC. has been
doing consistent business since its
opening.
■
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Steve Pickard, proud owner of Movies ETC. stands in front of his
store located on Sixth Ave South. The video rental store opened in
March 2002, and is one of the few non-chain owned video stores in
St. Cloud. Movies ETC. has recently opened a second store located in St. Joseph.
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Independent in the Midwest
“Hollywood doesn’t need our
help” is part of the mission statement
of the Lake Wobegon Film Festival.
Last weekend at the Main Street
Theater in Sauk Centre this maxim
was enforced as “Kill Bill,” “School
of Rock,” and “Good Boy” had to
compete with “Herman USA,”
“Nosey Parker,” “The Last Winter,”
“For the Moment,” “The Marksmen”
and “Class President,” and a selection
of shorts from the Independent
Features Project (IFP) and student
emerging filmmakers.
This festival, a collaboration of the
Film Studies Program at SCSU and
the owners of the Main Street Theater,
Bob and Mary Douvier, brought these
films about the midwest and midwestern values to a midwestern audience.

‘Nosey Parker’
This Vermont film masquerades as
midwestern, but accents aside, who
can tell the difference? Writer/Director
John O’Brien floats paralyzing
autumn colors over heartfelt oldcodgery in this meditative look at
small town values. Natalie and
Richard Newman transplant their bigcity lifestyles to heal their marital
woes with fresh air and hypnotic
scenery, but instead find the same old
problems. But an elderly townie
(George Lyford playing himself) is
able to bring them to a solution as natural as the plowed earth.

‘Herman USA’
A film about the real-life events of
Herman, Minn., a town that turned
into human-interest story fodder when
1,500 women flocked to a street dance
advertised by the town’s abundant eligible bachelors. Herman is sweet midwestern love in the face of
Hollywood’s mindless teenage sex-orama. Herman’s tale of middle-aged
■
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Poetry
“The purpose is to educate the
community and provide a warm
atmosphere for all who appreciate
poetry,” Mosby said.
Higgens, Burks, Williams, and
Burson were guests of CAAS member
Decontee Kofa, who helps lead the
organization’s mentorship program,
Today’s Women.
“I want to do it again,” said
Higgens. “I was digging Sherell’s
poem, and Dee’s.”
The evening was divided into two
segments, the professional poet segment (predominantly CAAS members) and the open mic segment.
Rhapsodists could share individually
crafted rhymes, or just popular
favorites.
Alisha Kitchen, fourth-year student and CAAS secretary shared
“Stank Love” by the musical group

JOHN
BEHLING
FILM
CRITIC
lonely people falling in love is as
refreshing as Grainbelt beer — a true
midwestern beverage that’s swilled in
nearly every scene.

‘Class President’
A perfect follow-up to “School of
Rock,” blighted by dubbed sound and
no stars, Eddie Yaroch’s couples his
film with the perfect wry smile of a
struggling producer.
“I just want CitiBank to stop calling me,” Yaroch said after his film
screened Saturday. “Class President”
pokes fun at politics from the midnineties — the most memorable character is a loving parody of Ross Perot
— with the story of a kid hiring a
slimy campaign manager to win the
presidency of his fourth grade class.
“President” is an example of what
happens to good films that fall beneath
the standards of “flawless” Hollywood
production values.

‘Minot, N.D.’
A short film by SCSU student
auteurs Christa Dalien, Andrew Neher
and Valerie Snobeck. After audio
problems at this spring’s Apple Film
Festival, this film deserves the ample
canvas of a conventional theater (an
honor few student films get). “Minot”
combines a story that can only be
absorbed through repeated viewings
with fluid, mature visuals that only get
better and better after each viewing.
OutKast.
“OutKast is great because they
always do something new, they’re
innovative,” Kitchen said. “As
OutKast would say, they are ‘fantabulous.’”
The poems students shared ranged
in their rhythms and themes, and
attacked issues such as the changing
forms of racism, as in David Mendez’s
poem “It’s not the ‘60s,” and finding
courage and self-confidence in a
world where people often put each
other down, as in Kofa’s
“Unstoppable.”
New this year at the reading was a
contest. After the open microphone
session, poets who wanted to enter
took the stage once more to determine,
by audience applause and overall volume, who was the favorite of the
evening.
Joe Mitchell, who in an untitled
poem declared that “ignorance is a
choice” and “without out the bad,
there is no good,” won the contest and
was awarded a commemorative cer-

JOHN BEHLING/DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Bob Douvier demonstrates the platter system which feeds the projector during a tour of the Sauk
Centre Main Street Theater as part of the Lake Wobegon Film Festival. Bob and his wife Mary have
owned the Main Street Theater for 27 years.

So now what?
The dilemma of the filmmaker is
“How can I get my film seen;” the
dilemma of the viewer is “How can I
see something that doesn’t suck?” My
suggestion to the viewer: Meet your
filmmaker half way.
Take it into your own hands.
“Herman USA” (www.hermanusathemovie.com) and “Class President”
(www.classprez.com) can be purchased on video or DVD from the
filmmakers. “For the Moment” and
tificate and a B.Dalton gift card.
“We’ve also got salsa this year,”
Mosby said.
The Multicultural Student Services
supplied a variety of cookies and beverages for the empty stomachs and
parched throats of the student poets.
External support is important.
“It allows the event to get bigger
each year,” Mosby said.
Kitchen agreed.
“We expected to get about 30-40
people and we have gone way over
that,” Kitchen said.
Black Poetry Night took about two
months to plan, Mosby said, but the
effect may be a bit more lasting.
“We all want to go to St. Cloud
State,” Burson said.

Upcoming Event
The Paperweights, a group of
SCSU student poets will bring a
blend of visuals, poetry and
music to the Atwood Quarry
Nov. 5, 7p.m.

“The Last Winter” can be purchased
on VHS from www.amazon.com “The
Marksmen” will be playing on
Showtime retitled “Sliding Home.”
“Nosey Parker” recently won the audience prize at Central Stand Film
Festival in Minneapolis. Keep an eye
on it, it may get distributed.
The studio/theater system will only
give you the films they think they can
sell you. Let theaters know you’re
interested in independent films. Call
you local theater owners. Bring lists to
■
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Movies
In fact, chain stores such as
Blockbuster and Hollywood Video
are often forced to recommend
Movies ETC. to customers frustrated
by their lack of selection.
“They send a lot of people over
because we have a lot of older movies
they don’t have,” long-time employee
Tina Czech said. “Blockbuster nationally has gotten rid of a lot of their
VHS so they can focus on DVDs,”
Pickard said. “That’s why they have to
send people down to us. We even have
Blockbuster employees coming here
to rent.”
The business has found a niche
with college students who desire more
than is found at a typical store. The
new release racks boast DVDs in both
full and widescreen versions, as well
as obscure low-budget releases, such

video stores. Activism means being
active. We all can do something about
filmmakers that can’t eat, work or hide
from creditors and films that just plain
suck.

Festival Winners
“Nosey Parker” was honored
with best feature film. “Agora” by
Chris Newberry won in the student selection and “Gas ‘N Fuel”
won the IFP short competition.
as the hard-to-find cult films released
by the independent studio Troma.
Store employees also compile lists of
films requested by customers in an
attempt to satisfy the need for rare
films.
If a business’s success can be
gauged by looking at its growth,
Movies ETC. is doing well, as this
past August saw the opening of a second store in St. Joseph, which has thus
far met with decent success. The new
store offers tanning in addition to its
video and gaming options. Customers
can enjoy the new tanning service for
free this Saturday at the store’s grand
opening.
Though he has no current plans to
expand his business on any major
scale, Pickard is pleased with the success he’s had thus far in this difficult
market, and his employees would
seem to agree.
“It’s run a lot better than Video
Update was,” Czech said. “It’s just
easier for everyone when you don’t
have to go through a corporation.”
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EMPLOYMENT

LOOKING FOR WORK?
UPS is currently accepting applications for Permanent Part-Time
Package Handlers at the St. Cloud
Facility. This position includes excellent Benefits (company paid/ family
coverage), a great Workout,
Opportunities for Advancement, and
much more. You must be able to lift
up to 70 lbs. unassisted, and enjoy
physically intense work. Starting
wage is $8.50 to start with contractual raises. This shift works Mon-Fri,
3:40am- 8am (times appx- can run
as late as 8:30am). You must be able
to work all 5 days each week.
Addresses and phone numbers of
your last two jobs are required. For
an interview call the St. Cloud
WorkForce Center at 320-654-5320.
EOE
LOOKING FOR SEASONAL
driving employment? UPS is currently accepting applications for
Seasonal Delivery Drivers at the St.
Cloud Facility. These positions work
5 days/wk, M-F. You must be available all 5 days. Must be available
throughout the entire day (AM thru
PM). These positions will start
Oct./Nov. and work thru Dec. Wage
is $14.70/hr. No special license
required. Eligible applicants must
meet the following requirements in
order to be considered; at least 21
yrs +, lift 70 lbs., very physical, pass
UPS road test, use clutch, pass DOT
physical and meet UPS appearance
guidelines. No moving violations or
avoidable accidents in the last year.
No more than two in the last 3 yrs,
and No alcohol related in last 3 yrs.
Please note that there is a 1 week
paid orientation at $14.70/hr in the
Twin Cities. This is required- No
Exceptions (mileage, meal allowance
and lodging covered). For information call the St. Cloud WorkForce
Center at 320-654-5320. Limited
interview slots- First come basis. A
complete work history with mailing
addresses and phone numbers is
required! EOE
LOOKING FOR 2 RESPONSIBLE
employees for new home decor and
gift store. Early evenings and weekends required. Please call Stacey at
320-229-7616 for an interview.

HOUSING
2 BR APTS ON CLIPPER LINE
$490 Heat/Parking Incl. 251-1925

FREE RENT FOR OCTOBER
with 7 mo lease. Great 5th Ave. loca-

CLASSIFIEDS
tion. Free parking & laundry.
$199/mo. All utilities included. call
Dennis (303) 570-1243

HOMES FOR RENT 2 TO 10 BR
Close to campus. Call Select
Properties 320-253-1154

LARGE STUDIO APT
Heat paid, a/c, extra storage, garage
available. Quiet, close. Excel Prop
251-6005

UNIVERSITY SQUARE APTS.
4 br apartments for rent. Call Select
Properties 320-253-1154

3+4 BDRM APTS WITH NEW
dishwashers. Heat +70 channels
cable paid by complex. Please call
259-9673

SUBLEASER WANTED
University Village Townhomes, 4br,
2 bath, only $265 a month. Call
Amanda for info 612-483-3624
FEMALE SUBLET IN 4 BEDROOM
apt. heat paid, a/c, dishwasher, Great
location. Excel Prop. 251-6005
5 BR, 3 BTH, W/D, HOUSE
1 block from SCSU, a/c. Available
now. Call Jim @ 612-508-3723
1 BR IN HOUSE AVAILABLE NOW
$250 McMullen Properties 761-1514
2 BR APARTMENT HEAT PAID
a/c, d/w, parking, nice, close. Avail.
Jan. 1. Excel Prop. 251-6005

WEST CAMPUS APARTMENTS
4 br apartments and room for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
OLYMPIC II APARTMENTS
4 br units avail, individ leases, on-site
park. avail. Heat, water, sewer, grbg
pd. Call Pillar Property 259-4259
SPACIOUS NEWLY REMODELED
Homes, 4 br house avail now, also 2,
3 & 4 br houses available Jan. 1
McMullen Properties 761-1513

2 BR’S- 1 MONTH FREE!
North Garden Apts. 2 br’s avail. Quiet
Northside, on bus route, screened
porches, utilities paid. Call Today!
INH 258-6000 or 253-4598
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available.
Call Cindy at 240-0679

SHARE A LARGE NICE QUIET
S.E. home. Walk to campus. Flexible
lease 230-2333

MALE AND FEMALE SUBLETS
in 2 and 4 bedroom apartments heat
paid, a/c, d/w, parking. Great locations. Excel Prop. 251-6005

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available. Call
Cindy at 240-0679

1 BR APT. NEAR NORTHSIDE
heat paid, a/c, parking, quiet. Nice
Location Excel Prop. 251-6005

TWO PEOPLE LOOKING FOR A
third to share a three bedroom apartment. Non-smoking 259-9434

1, 2, 3 & 4 BR APTS. AVAIL. NOW
11/1 and 12/1. Great campus locations. Remodeled and updated. Rent
Neg. Heat/ park. incl. Dan 251-1925

SOUTHSIDE PARK APARTMENTS
4 br, 2 bathroom apartment for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY. UTIL. INCL.
Clean, quiet. 259-9434

MAYNE ESTATES APARTMENT
4 br apartments and rooms for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
3 SUBLEASERS NEEDED
$230/mo. + utilities. On bus line. Call
Hayley at (320) 632-6248
FREE 1 MONTH RENT! 3&4 BR
apts. with new dishwashers. Heat,
+70 channels cable paid by complex.
Please call 259-9673 Ivy Apts 1510
8th Ave. S.

CAMPUS EAST APARTMENTS
4 br, 2 bathroom apartments for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154

SUBLEASE/ SINGLE ROOMS IN
Houses and apts. Great campus
locations. Rent neg. Available now
11/1 and 12/1. Dan 251-1925

STUDENTS!! $190/RM BEST
price on campus. 5 apartments left!
241-4191
ROOM FOR RENT IN NICE
spacious family home. Garage laundry. No lease. Close to campus.
$275/ month. 230-2333
UPPER DUPLEX AVAIL. NOV. 1ST
3 br/ 2 bath, jacuzzi, garage, laundry.
$870/m Utilities included. Call
Jessica 249-1968
ROOMS FOR RENT AT 515
6th Ave. S. $275/month. Receive 1/2
off 1st month’s rent. Contact Trisha
952-240-4089
SUBLEASER WANTED UVT’S
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$275/m. Call Katie 612-483-0449

to campus. Call Cindy at 240-0679

3 BR HOME $750 AVAIL. NOV. 1
Very nice. n/s, n/p, 2 stall garage.
Close to campus. Quiet neighborhood. 2 bl from Munsinger. 240-1888

HEALTH &WELLNESS

1,2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS.
near SCSU, heat paid, good parking
available. call 251-8284
2 ROOMS IN HOUSE $325 EACH
everything incl.1st mo. free 260-2949
FOR RENT UP TO 6 PEOPLE
needed. Close to campus. Rent $285
+ util. Call Dave 320-267-4316 Ron
763-639-4196 Available immediately

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK ‘04 WITH
StudentCity.com
and
Maxim
Magazine. Get hooked up with free
trips, cash, and VIP status as a campus rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and
150% lowest price guarantee! To
reserve online or view our photo
gallery, visit www.studentcity.com or
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
SPRING BREAK WITH THE BEST
Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Now offering 3
destinations! Acapulco, Puerto
Vallarta and Cabo San Lucas! Book
early-get FREE MEALS! Organize a
group and travel for FREE! Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
SPRING BREAK
with Mazatlan Express. Mazatlan/
Cancun. From $499+. Or earn a free
trip by being a rep. (800)366-4786
www.mazexp.com
SPRING BREAK 2004. TRAVEL
with STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator.
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Hiring
campus reps. Call for discounts: 800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
ACT NOW!
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-8388202
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Mexico, Jamaica, Campus Reps
Wanted! 800-234-7007! endlesssummertours.com

PARKING
PARKING AVAILABLE CLOSE

HJORTCHIROPRACTIC.COM
251-3450
LET US HOOK U UP!
Come get free brochures, posters
and health Web sites @ SCSU
Health Promotions. Call 308-4850!
DO YOU LIKE PUKING?
If not, get your flu shot on October
23rd. Only $15 in the Atwood- Sauk
Room
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Push paper, or
push your limits.
You decide.
Why do something menial when you can do something
meaningful? Contact the Peace Corps today, and change
your idea of what “changing the world” is all about.

Peace Corps
Redefine your world.
www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580
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